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Research of medieval and ancient Indian manuscripts dating as far back as 1500 BC has unearthed 
extraordinary descriptions of a submerged volcanic edifice and associated hydrothermal vents. 
Moreover, the location is precisely where geophysicists would point to today: India’s northwestern 
continental margin. Sanjay C. Patel  reveals the results of his research. 

Evidence suggests ancient Indians were aware of a submarine volcanic structure in the Arabian 
Sea, off the country’s NW offshore region, and deduced a little, at least, about its physical features 
and hydrothermal system. Ancient manuscripts contain descriptions pertaining to its submarine 
location, volcanism, ‘plumbing’, dynamics, chemistry and appearance. 

A single parallel description might be discarded as a fluke coincidence, but 17 parallel descriptions 
become much harder to ignore (A compilation of what the ancients described is detailed in the 
Panel (bottom).  

NOTE: The unconventional nature of this research has forced the author to adopt a presentation that does 
not fully follow the format of conventional papers. The classification of the ancient descriptions into clear 
categories has, however, pressed constraints on presenting the texts chronologically.** 
  

The descriptions of a ‘submarine fire’ and 
‘volcano’ located in oceanic waters unearthed in 
this research should not be disregarded because 
they have been found in what were previously 
interpreted to be purely ‘mythological’ texts.  

The large number of real patterns and parallels 
to be found in these texts are clear and obvious 
and suggests the existence of authentic 
discoveries that must later have been mixed with 
mythology, or vice-versa. 

The task, now, is to untangle and separate the 
two – the original discovery from the mingled 
mythology – to reveal what was known about 
the world and its oceans by the ancients. 

If, indeed, these ancients were describing 
submarine volcanic structures, the repercussions 
for history could be vast. 

Remarkable history 

In 1971, Clive Lister of The University of 
Washington and Jack Corliss of Oregon State 
University published papers predicting the 
presence of hot seawater springs at oceanic 
ridges. Their postulation was that some seawater 
must enter the seabed, get superheated, rise and 
again emerge from openings in the seabed. 
Later, in 1977, scientists dived down 2500m on 
the Galapagos spreading axis near the Galapagos 
Islands in the Pacific Ocean, in the submersible 
Alvin. They discovered warm hydrothermal 
solutions gushing out from the seafloor. 
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Later discoveries revealed that vents can also 
occur in much shallower waters on the tops of 
rising submarine volcanoes such as around the 
hotspot islands of Iceland and the Azores. They 
have also been found at the Kurile Islands, 
Russia. It must be assumed that such springs 
exist, and have existed, above all the oceanic 
hotspots around the world. [1] This includes 
India’s northwestern continental margin – which 
has had a remarkable history of volcanism – 
maybe more than any other place on earth. 

Indeed, medieval and ancient scholars in India 
have described in detail what appears to be a 
deep-sea structure they called the 1) Vadvanal 2) 
Vadava 3) Jvalamukh 4) Jvalamala and 5) Agni. 
The first two words unequivocally mean 
‘submarine fire’ (Sir M Monier-Williams, 
Sanskrit–English Dictionary, Revised Edition, 
Oxford University Press, 1989). The third and 
fourth words clearly mean ‘volcano’ (Monier-
Williams) and ‘chain of fire’ (Monier-Williams) 
respectively. The fifth word also clearly means 
‘fire’ (Monier-Williams). 

The above descriptions – and many more – have 
been discovered in various ancient texts written 
in Sanskrit, such as The Skandamahapuranam, 
The Brahmamahapuranam, and The 
Sivamahapuranam – which are three of 18 
Puranas (sacred poems) estimated by western 
scholars to date back to the 4th century at least 
and 7th century at most. However, some other 
estimates have put them between AD 500 and 
AD 1000. Other astonishing descriptions of the 
‘submarine fire’ have been found recorded in 
Gujarati language such as in The Vachanamritam 
texts that date back to AD 1819 – 1829. More 
surprisingly, references to the ‘submarine fire’ 
have also been found in even more ancient 
Indian epics (in Sanskrit) – The Mahabharata – 
which dates back to at least 300 BC, and The 
Shri Valmiki Ramayana – which dates back to a 
similar period, if not earlier. Most astonishingly, 
references to the ‘submarine fire’ can also be 
found in The Rig Veda, which dates back to 
1500 – 1200 BC. [2] 

Mind opening 

It is mind opening to think that medieval and 
ancient scholars were aware of submarine 
volcanoes and hydrothermal processes in the 
deep oceans as far back as 1500 BC. 

However, on the basis of the extraordinary 
evidence presented in this article it is most 
probable that they must actually have seen such 
a structure several thousands of years ago, in the 
Arabian Sea, towering above sea level. How else 
could they have given such an involved and 
coherent picture? 

The structure they had seen must then have 
undergone sea wave and weather erosion and 
probably, submergence due to subsidence of the 
seabed beneath it. This would have submerged 
the entire structure over a period of a few 
thousand years – or possibly even over a few 
hundred years, or even a few decades. 
A simple, pointed illustration is that of the 
volcanic island of Surtsey, Iceland. It is an island 
that grew rapidly from an eruption 130m below 
sea level in 1963 to 170m above sea level and 
measured some 2.7 km². Today, erosion has 
worn away the island by more than 50%, leaving 
only 1.4 km². 

Thousands of Icelanders witnessed the natural 
event with their own eyes. After the formation of 
the hot, lava island, various scientists have 
visited it regularly, since it lies only 33 km south 
of the Icelandic coast. Another 55 – 60 volcanic  
islands in Surtsey’s vicinity have been 
completely weathered away and already 
disappeared beneath the water surface. 

Conclusion 

The scientific research described shows that 
similar volcanic events ages ago must indeed 
have occurred near the northwestern continental 
margin of India – with the probable emergence 
of volcanic islands from beneath the sea and 
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subsequent erosion of the islands by ocean 
waves together with subsidence of the seabed. 

Other new discoveries have also revealed the 
expertise and passion for sea travel of ancient 
Indian mariners, as supported by the recent 
discovery of the legendary Lothal Naval 
Dockyard – probably the world’s first – at the 
head of the Gulf of Khambhat (Cambay) (21 N; 
74 E), dated 2500 BC, close to the south coast of 
Gujarat, along India’s northwestern continental 
margin. [3] 

As the ancient descriptions suggest, Indians  
inhabiting the area must have witnessed the birth 
of a volcanic island and later its erosion and 
submergence – like Icelanders witnessed the 
birth and erosion of Surtsey. India’s ancient 
mariners (and scholars) could have traveled to 
the island (like scientists today to Surtsey from 
Iceland) from Lothal when it was above sea 
level and even later, when it was only slightly 
submerged. Thus, they were in a position to 
make firsthand the earliest recorded observations 
of deep-sea volcanic activity and its detoxifying 
effects on the ocean’s waters.  
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Schematic representation of deep-sea hydrothermal processes. Image updated Dec. 14, 2011 
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PANEL. Compilation of the descriptions of a volcanic submarine fire given in various ancient texts.   

 
Submarine location of fire 

1.  The fire is located in the ocean (“agnim samudra vaasasam” – The Rig Veda, Book 8, Hymn 102/4). 
  
2.  The fire was elongated and arose from the ocean (“uddyannityut yan samudrat” – The Yajur Veda, 
Taittiriya Samhita, Hymn 4/6/7) 

3.  The fire is not just submarine, but submerged in the ocean (“addrashyaha sagare krutaha” – The 
Skandamahapurana, Chapter 29 Verse 93), i.e., it had once grown above sea level, but then submerged or 
disappeared later due to subsidence of the seabed, or erosion by waves, or sinking under its own weight, 
or all three. 

  
Volcanism 

4.  The (submerged) submarine fire is clearly stated to be a gentle volcano (“saumya jvalamukham” – The 
Sivamahapuranam, Chapter 20 Verse 7), and not a fiery (“abhidipitaha” – The Sivamahapuranam, Chapter 
20 Verse 21) one, like when it was above sea level. 

5.  The fire did not exist at just one spot, but is described as a chain of fire (“jvalamala” – The 
Sivamahapuranam, Chapter 20 Verse 21), somewhat spread out like a coalesced, volcanic ridge. 
  
6.  It is a structure that vomits (“udgirad” – The Mahabharata, Pratham Khanda, Verse 22) fire. The verb 
“vomit” is appropriate for emerging liquid magma under hydrostatic pressure. 
  
7.  The structure has a fire chamber (“agnikundam” – The Skandamahapuranam, Chapter 29 Verse 93, 
like all volcanic structures. 
  
8.  The fire is identified to be primordial (“aditaha” – The Brahmamahapuranam, Verse 201, i.e., from the 
earliest origins of the earth. 
  
  
Plumbing 

9.  The object is accurately described – remarkably – to be a structure that has TWO other types of 
openings related to its plumbing: from where it takes in water and another from where it ejects water! The 
process by which the water enters the object is accurately described as being drawn in (“pibate” – The 
Skandamahapuranam, Chapter 29 Verse 96), rather than merely percolated into. 

10.  The process by which the water leaves the object is also accurately described as being ejected (“kadhi 
nakhe chhe” – The Vachanamritam, Vartal section, sermon No. 3), rather than just exiting. 
  
11.  The openings through which the structure draws in water are accurately described to be the size of a 
pinpoint mouth (“suchi vaktraha” – The Skandamahapuranam, Chapter 29 Verse 96, i.e., minute pores in 
the basalt seabed or in the flanks of the oceanic structure. 
  
12.  The oceanic structure is accurately described as drinking water very slowly (“shanaihi, shanaihi” – 
The Brahmamahapuranam, Verse 211. 

13.  The openings through which water is drawn into the structure are accurately described to shrink 
(“krutam ghatika puranam” – The Skandamahapuranam, Chapter 29 Verse 95 – 96) to the width of a 
needle hole or the neck of an hourglass, i.e., the constriction of capillaries and veins due to precipitation 
of minerals from the seawater and sedimentation from above. 
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Chemistry 

14.  The progression of the seawater through the hot oceanic structure is also accurately described to 
remove certain salts and pollutants (“pani mithu thai chhe” – The Vachanamritam, Vartal section, sermon 
No. 3) from the water, making it depleted to some extent, as is known to happen when magnesium salts 
amongst others, react with the hot rocks in the seabed and when the vent plumes react with the cold 
seawater above. 
  

Appearance 

15.  The oceanic structure is described as having an enormous body (“mahakayaha” – The 
Skandamahapuranam, Chapter 29 Verse 96 and “evo moto chhe” – The Vachanamritam, Gadhada section 
1, sermon No. 72), as volcanic edifices usually are. 

16.  The oceanic structure is described as appearing golden and glittery (“shaata” – The 
Skandamahapuranam, Chapter 29 Verse 95, i.e., covered with shiny metal sulphides and pyrites. 
  
  
Location in the Arabian Sea, off India’s Northwestern Continental Margin 

17.  The submerged volcano(es) and associated vents were close to India’s northwestern continental 
margin, south of Prabhas, Gujarat (“Prabhase” – The Brahmamahapuranam, Verse 210, and “shri 
someshad dakshinataha” – The Skandamahapuranam, Chapter 29 Verse 97).  

Indeed, there is enormous geophysical evidence to suggest their past existence in the area stated: 

1)  Seamounts and guyots have been discovered south of Gujarat such as the Raman and Pannikar 
Seamounts and the Wadia Guyot. [4] 
  
2)  Subcrop volcanics (volcanic structures now buried under deep sediments) have been discovered on the 
Arabian seabed, just south of Prabhas (today known as “Somnath-Veraval”). [5] The subcrop volcanics 
infer the presence of active hydrothermal vent systems there in the past. The area has also undergone 
significant subsidence which would account for the submerging of the volcano as described. 
  
3)  The presence of melt accumulation has been indicated beneath a sheared and thinned out lithosphere. 
This is due to India’s speedy journey northward after it split from Gondwanaland and collided with 
Eurasia. India’s lithosphere has thus become exceedingly weak, faulted and fractured. [6] 

4)  Volcanic up-warping of India’s western continental margin has been shown to be due to accumulated 
melt beneath the lithosphere. [7] 
  
5)  The passing of western India over a massive plume in the mantle known as the Reunion Hotspot, 65 
million years ago, caused massive basaltic, volcanic floods known as the Deccan Traps. 
  
6)  The separation of Seychelles from India about the same time implies there existed a spreading ridge 
between the two landmasses – today identifiable as the Carlsberg Ridge. 
  
7)  The volcanic (but aseismic) Chagos-Laccadive Ridge running far north, right up to the south coast of 
Gujarat, India. 

It can be seen clearly that the seabed south of Gujarat has had a truly remarkable history of volcanism in 
the past and extending up to Bombay High, still has a high heat flow anomaly even today. [8] 

Observed geothermal gradients in these areas are still high (36-78°C/km), indicating high crustal 
temperatures (e.g. 890-1060°C at 30 km). The entire Bombay offshore region is associated with moderate 
seismicity and in large sections, uplifting and vertical/lateral motions are still taking place. [9]	
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IMPORTANT! 

PLEASE READ UPDATES AT THE END OF THIS PAPER 

Thank you 
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UPDATES 

Timeframe of Volcanic Activity Given by Ancient Scholars 
_______________________ 

1. Some scientists say it is “impossible” for volcanic activity to have occurred around India 2500 
BC. It could only have happened millions of years ago.  1

Originally, as you’ve seen in this paper, I provided a hypothesis which suggests the ancient parallels 
with modern discoveries have a physical explanation. That is, ancient Indian scholars or mariners from 
Lothal could have visited a volcano that might have arisen from the deep ocean near India (like Surtsey 
near Iceland) a few thousand years ago and studied any shallow hydrothermal vents around it that are 
usually submerged about 1.5 miles beneath the ocean surface and completely inaccessible. 

However, analysis by some geologists appears to undermine this explanation. They say it is 
“impossible.”  

Here’s why: 

1. Though India and the Indian Ocean had experienced remarkable volcanism millions of years ago, 
it is problematic to apply those prehistoric conditions – even anomalously – to the sea around 
India a few thousand years ago.  

2. This is because, unlike Surtsey, India hasn’t been over a hotspot for millions of years. There is 
therefore no physical source for the tremendous volume of magma/lava needed to build an island 
like Surtsey reaching from the seabed to above sea level. 

3. You can’t get lava from nothing and you can’t build the volcano without lava. Even by ‘special 
pleading’ or ‘anomalous occurrences.’   2

4. Human beings didn’t exist millions of years ago when such volcanoes did climb above sea level 
in the Indian Ocean. So humans couldn’t have studied them back then. 

5. Finally, humans 5000 years ago could not build an Alvin to dive to the seabed to study the vents.  

So a scientific dilemma has arisen: scientists agree that the similarities between the ancient 
descriptions and deep-sea hydrothermal vents are rigorous and real. That’s why they published them.  

Yet some scientists undermine the explanation. 
But there is a bigger twist.  

2. Ancient scholars didn’t say the volcanic activity occurred around 2500 BC. They said it 
occurred previous to 118 million years ago!  3

• The scholars did not say that the huge volcanic structure emerged from the ocean during their 
own lifetimes, perhaps around 5000 years ago corresponding to when Lothal was built.  
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• Instead, they said it occurred previous to 118 million years ago, soon after a coastal part of India 
itself was ablaze with volcanic fire.  4

• The huge volcano that arose from the ocean was so fiery, they said, it appeared it might end all 
life. It later submerged and the planet was saved. There are millions of submarine volcanic 
edifices in the ocean, they said.  5

Does this accord with modern science? 
118 million years ago, say scientists, India was indeed on fire with volcanism.   6

An area called the Rajmahal-Bengal-Sylhet Igneous Province on the northeastern coast of India began 
forming 118 million years ago from extensive volcanism associated with the Kerguelen hotspot and 
continued until about 115 million years ago.  There was also massive volcanic activity in the ocean 7

around that time. It was also associated with the Kerguelen hotspot, and additionally, with the separation 
of India from Antarctica-Australia which began about 130 million years ago.  The hotspot created the 8

Kerguelen Plateau and Broken Ridge which became largely ‘subaerial’ or above sea level.  This was 9

probably during times of peak lava flow 119-110 million years ago.  The volcanic emissions were so vast 10

and explosive, they seriously affected life in the region and probably globally.  The Plateau has now 11

largely submerged. 
Science gives a similar description and timeline to that given by the ancient scholars. It is truly 

remarkable. 

SUMMARY 

1. There are numerous similarities between ancient discoveries and the modern discovery of deep sea 
hydrothermal vents. 

2. The similarities meet the highest standards of academic rigor – that’s why they achieved 
publication in mainstream, professional, peer-reviewed, scientific journals. 

3. Even the timeline of 118 million years ago is similar with science. 
4. These agreements appear inexplicable by any physical model. 
5. How could ancient scholars know or guess the timeline so precisely? Statistically, through sheer 

fantasy, they could have given any timeframe whatsoever from 1 year ago to infinite years ago. 
But they didn’t. They stated 118 million. What are the chances of that? 1 in infinity.  

6. How could ancient scholars know or guess the 17 descriptions of hydrothermal vents? And what 
are the chances of just dreaming them up, along with the correct timeline? Zero. 

4. There are even more parallels with science. 

You may naturally ask: since the scholars knew about hydrothermal vents, did they also have valid  
knowledge of other things such as our planet, sun, universe, and their creation?   

Indeed, they did.  
My research (reviewed by respected astrophysicists such as a writer for the acclaimed University of 

Cambridge Monograph Series (Cambridge Monographs on Mathematical Physics), Oxford University 
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Press, and the science journal The Scientific American ) reveals the ancient scholars described our Earth, 12

Universe, and its “Big Bang” creation in remarkable harmony with science. 
How are such depictions by ancient scholars possible when they should have had no notion even of 

these modern discoveries?  

						5.	The scholars were yogis. They were spiritual.  

They sat meditatively on a mountain, beside a river, or in a forest. They were not mariners or explorers 
of the physical kind, but the spiritual kind.  

They clearly stated that they connected to their deeper Self and the entire universe during their 
meditation. Knowledge of the universe sprung from within them. They proclaimed: 

“Knowledge of subtle, obstructed, and far-away things arises from yoga.” 

Yoga Sutra 3.24 

_________ 

The disciple asked: 
“What you saw then in your consciousness  

– was it seen by you while you were staying in one place or while moving about?” 

The yogi replied: 
“I was neither essentially stationed in one place, nor was I essentially mobile.  

Thus I saw this within my own self here.” 

Yoga Vasishta 6.2.62.1-3 

_________ 

[I] can see infinite millions 
of Cosmic Worlds 

as easily as a drop of water in my palm. 

Vachanamruta, Gadhada II.53 

_________ 

The inability of physical models to explain their remarkable wisdom opens the door to a spiritual 
explanation, the one given by the yogis themselves. 
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